
The Sheepspot Podcast 
Episode 10: Spinning more consistent singles 

SAMPLING 
However you sample, if your aim is the most consistent skein possible, you’ll need to decide up front 
what diameter you’re aiming for, and set up your wheel to help you achieve that diameter. When you 
have a plyback sample you like, find an index card or a shipping tag and do two things: make a note 
of the whorl you’re using, and wind samples of your singles and your plyback test around the card so 
you’ll have them to refer to as you spin the rest of your singles. 

DRAFTING AND TWIST 
Consistent singles rely on two factors: drafting out the same amount of fiber with each draft, and 
maintaining even twist. 

If you’re using a short forward draw (I don’t recommend short backward draft when you’re concerned 
about consistency), you’ll want to focus on:  

• Checking the staple length of your fiber to determine your distance of draft, and keeping that 
distance consistent 

• Bringing your forward hand back to the same point in your fiber supply—the apex of your 
drafting triangle—every time 

• Not letting your fiber supply boss you around; stop and rearrange it when you need to 

• Adding the same amount of twist with each draft by coordinating your drafting with your 
treadling, having chosen the whorl/pulley that lets you do this most easily 

• Fix thick or thin spots as you go, by either joining more fiber or by doing the “untwisty thing” 
to draft out thick spots 

If you’re spinning a woolen yarn using a supported long draw, you’ll want to pay attention to the 
following:  

• Bringing your drafting hand back to the same point each time, moving your hand at the same 
speed as the twist traveling up your yarn 

• Not letting your fiber supply boss you around; stop and rearrange it when you need to 

• Counting your treadles to ensure that you are adding the same amount of twist to each length 
of yarn, at least until you establish a rhythm.  

• Relaxing a bit about uneven spots, knowing that you’ll address them in plying and finishing 

Good luck! Share pictures of your singles on Instagram with the #Sheepspot hashtag!


